
Experience Of MY 1ST RANGE FIRING(.22 Rifle) 

 

August 2019: At that time I was 1st year cadet. I was studying in 

evening on 12th August when WhatsApp notification came in my 

mobile. That notification was from the official group of NCC.Then I 

saw the notification, a range firing notice had come in it. I was very 

excited that time I read the notice as this was my first range firing. 

Then I saw that only limited cadets can go in it, only those who give 

their names till the deadline will be selected, so I first sent my name 

and regimental number in the group. After giving my name in the 

group, I was also very nervous that I did not know anything about 

range firing. Then the next morning I had to leave for the range firing 

venue. Our range firing venue is Palta Air Base Camp. So, when I left 

for the venue, I had no idea about the location. So because of that I 

was a little late in reaching the venue, then sir gave me punishment. 

In that punishment, I was told to go from the gate of the Palta air 

base camp to the range firing location by running Which is almost 1.5 

km. Then after the punishment, the sir told me that the soldier should 

be punctual of his time. Because a little delay can cause a lot of 

damage in the war. So learn to report on time from today. After this, 

all the cadets who were there, Sir got everyone warmed up. So that all 

the cadets are fit both mentally and physically. So as this was 

everyone's first range firing, so that's why everyone was given only 5 

bullets and a target paper as well. Then as soon as it was my and my 4 

co-cadets turn came for firing, the first sir asked me to set the target 

paper.After this Sir ,briefed us about the range firing and firing 

positions. There are total 3 positions in firing. Sitting, standing and 

laying. We had to fire in the laying position. Then I took my position 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

oe rifle. Then I did 5 round firing on the target paper.But 

after the completion of the firing, when Sir asked to bring that target 

paper, then I saw that there was not a single bullet on the target 

paper, there was a complete washout. On seeing the target paper, I 

understood that now I will get punishment again. Then when sir saw 

the target paper, he gave me punishment. In that punishment was 

frog jumping, touch and back go. Then after the punishment, we were 

given refreshment. After that there was a discussion about range 

firing among all the cadets and sir. Then Sir, while immersing the 

class, asked everyone to go home.
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